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100+ Five Star Reviews

Covered by 
Insurance + Medicaid

Sleep
The canopy, soothing
circadian light, and relaxing
sounds help your child calm
down faster and sleep longer.

Good sleep is crucial. 
That's why we created
Cubby. It promotes
sleep, while providing
superior safety +
monitoring features.
Now you can relax,
unwind, and let Cubby
take care of the rest.

Safety
Padded walls, safety doors,
and monitoring system with
alerts provide 24/7 security 
for your loved one.

Sensory
Cubby creates a comfortable
and calming environment 
that enables self regulation
and minimizes meltdowns. 

CubbyBeds.com
"We love our Cubby! We recommend it 
to everyone who needs a safe sleep bed!"

Jesse R. 

A Good Night's 
Sleep Awaits Covered by 

Insurance + Medicaid

Insurance typically covers a Cubby when there
are safety concerns that could cause injury. 

Here's how to get started:

Smart Beds for
Special Needs

Transform your life with better 
sleep + safety for your loved one



Advanced Safety + Sensory Features

Sleep + Sensory Canopy

Durable Steel Frame

Padded Walls

Mesh + Fabric Doors

Safety Sheets 

Door Safety Zippers

Set up alerts for sound, movement,
and environmental changes so you
can be notified at any time. 

Sleep Safety Issues

Safety Zippers on the mesh + fabric
doors keep your loved one in their
Cubby while you rest.

Wandering + Elopement

The enclosed canopy + padded walls
prevent injury when your child is
stimming or having a meltdown.

Self Injury + Stimming

Safety Sheets zip to the canopy 
walls to guard against entrapment
and burrowing.  

Entrapment + Burrowing

Cubby's enclosed environment
creates a safe space for your
kiddo to play, relax, and sleep.

Sensory Processing

Create a safe space with mesh doors
for daytime visibility and fabric
doors for a nighttime enclosure.

Fall Risk

FDA Registered

How Cubby Helps

"Cubby is the best safety bed I've
worked with! Best of all, insurance
will cover it for many patients!"

 Taylor A. | OTR
Safety Alerts

App Enabled

Circadian Light Speaker

Camera + Mic

Sound + Motion
Detection


